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Abstract
This paper deals with problems of speaker change detection in
acoustic data. The aim is to identify the optimal number and po-
sition of the change-points that split the signal into shorter sec-
tions belonging to individual speakers. In particular we focus on
so-called binary segmentation technique, which is well-known
in mathematical statistics, but it has never been used in speaker
change detection task. We prove its applicability on this task
in simulated tests with artificially mixed utterances ans also in
tests done with 30 hours of real broadcast news (in 9 languages).
Further we review commonly used approach to speaker change
detection via Bayesian Information Criterion and we suggest
theoretically more tenable solution.

1. Introduction
Automatic transcription of broadcast news, political debates,
talkshows or meetings is one of the most promising applica-
tions of modern voice technologies. Essential parts of the state
of the art transcription systems are the speaker change detection
unit, segment identification unit, speech transcription unit, and
the textual post-processing unit, among others.

Speaker change detection unit helps in the task of automatic
transcription in several ways, primarily it splits the continuous
stream of spoken data into shorter parts. In the optimal case
these segments are utterances spoken by a single speaker. Uti-
lizing information about speaker identity provided by segment
identification unit, accuracy of final transcription can be signif-
icantly increased by selecting an adequate speaker (or gender)
specific acoustic model. Another practical advantage is that seg-
mented acoustic stream can be parallelly processed by a cluster
of computers, i.e. transcription can be finished much faster.

A survey of the studies of speaker change problem shows
that there are several popular approaches to solve this task and
almost all are based on hypotheses testing via Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion [2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In this paper we would like
to show that this method is not often used exactly in accordance
with hypotheses testing theory. The whole branch of mathe-
matical statistics is devoted to the detection of change point in
a random process. It solves two cardinal problems. The first
one is so-calledsingle change-point problemand it’s solution
is based on hypotheses testing. The second problem is called
multiple change-point problemand it’s straightforward solution
has not been proposed yet [7]. Multiple change-point problem
is therefore often solved by the decomposition into sequence of
single change-point tasks and the most popular method in statis-
tics is known as abinary segmentation procedure or technique.

In this paper we prove applicability of binary segmentation
technique on the task of speaker change detection. Further we

show that mathematically correct approach to hypotheses test-
ing brings better results than the commonly used one.

2. Single Change Point Problem
Let’s assume that the captured audio stream is an observation of
a Gausian process in cepstral domain. In the scope of mathe-
matical statistics the decision whether observed series contains
change-point or not can be solved by hypotheses testing: the
null hypothesis claims that the observed data were produced
by stationary Gaussian process while the alternate hypothesis
claims that the underlying process is Gaussian, but stationarity
was violated by a change of its parameters [7].

2.1. Hypotheses testing

Let’s assume thatX = {X1, X2, . . . , XT } are independently
and normally distributed random vector variables with parame-
ters (mean, covariance)θi = (µi, Σi), i = 1 . . . T . To check
the pointt in observationx = {x1, x2, . . . , xT } whether it is
a true change-point or not we are supposed to test following
hypotheses [8]:

H0 : θ1 = θ2 = · · · = θT (1)

versus

H1 : θ1 = · · · = θt 6= θt+1 = · · · = θT , (2)

whered < t < T − d andd is random vector dimension.

2.2. Informational Approach

One possibility how to solve previously stated problem of hy-
potheses testing is to employ Schwarz Information Criterion
(SIC), which is sometimes called Bayesian or Schwarz-Bayes
Criterion. Information criterions are useful for choosing proper
model order. Specifically, SIC takes form [9]:

SIC(D) = −2 log ℓx(θ̂) + D log T, D = 1, 2, . . . (3)

where ℓx(θ̂) is maximum value of likelihood function,D is
model order and the best models order is the one, which pro-
vides minimal SIC value. Under hypothesesH0, H1 SICs are:

SIC(H0) = Td log 2π + T log |Σ̂| + Td + D log T (4)

SIC(H1) = Td log 2π + t log |Σ̂1| + (T − t) log |Σ̂T |
+Td + 2D log T, (5)

where model order can be computed as

D = d +
1

2
d(d + 1), (6)
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d is dimension of random variable and|Σ̂|, |Σ̂1|, |Σ̂T |
are covariances of data{x1, . . . , xT }, {x1, . . . , xt},
{xt+1, . . . , xT }, respectively.

Natural idea how to decide about change-point is to simply
compareSIC(H0), SIC(H1) and accept hypothesisH1 iff
SIC(H1) < SIC(H0), i.e. when

Λt = SIC(H0) − SIC(H1) > 0, (7)

After substituting SICs by equations 4 and 5 we get

Λt = T log |Σ̂| − t log |Σ̂1| − (T − t) log |Σ̂T | − D log T. (8)

The problem is, that this equation can’t be used in practice, be-
cause there is no possibility how to control its behavior (no free
parameter). Common approach is to multiply termD log T by
some penalty weightλ. This is not fortunate solution, because
Λt is test statistics, not a deterministic variable. Doing such a
modification, we can not claim that we are testing hypotheses.
From hypotheses testing theory issues that the right form is

Λt = SIC(H0) − SIC(H1) > λ, (9)

i.e. Λt must be higher than some threshold valueλ to accept
change pointt as a true change point.

For the case with unknown change pointt, we define

Λt̂ = max
d<t<T−d

Λt > λ. (10)

These statistics belong to the so-calledmaximum-type statistics.
It can be shown that the change pointt̂ estimated by equation 10
is consistent for the true change point. In subsequent text we
denote the common approach as FPWSIC (fixed penalty weight
SIC) and the one which issues from correct form of hypotheses
testing as FTSIC (fixed threshold SIC).

3. Binary Segmentation Technique
A method known as binary segmentation procedure is not new,
it was proposed in 1981. In paper [10] was proved its consis-
tency in detection of the number of change points and their lo-
cations. But this technique has probably never been used in the
task of speaker change detection.

The idea behind the presented approach is that we reveal
change points recursively, always looking for the only single
change point, examining the area between two previously de-
tected ones. For each change point we definenode, which has
assigned two basic properties:time-positionof the change in
the data and theactiveproperty. The latter indicates whether
the appropriate node is intended for further processing or not.
Let’s define interval< a, b > that should be checked for possi-
ble change point. Furthermore we definearcsconnecting node
with a pointt ∈< a, b >. Arcs denote computation of equation
(for FTSIC):

GFTSIC(t|a, b) = (b − a + 1) log |Σ̂| − (t − a + 1) log |Σ̂a|
−(b − t) log |Σ̂b| − D log (b − a + 1) (11)

and for FPWSIC:

GFPWSIC(t|a, b) = (12)

(b − a + 1) log |Σ̂| − (t − a + 1) log |Σ̂a| − (b − t) log |Σ̂b|
D log (b − a + 1)

level

0

1

2

position=0
active=0

position=N
active=1

do
for each node
 if is active

      assign arcs from position ofnode-1 to node
      get arc with maximum value of G

ifG>threshold
establish new node in the next level

else
active=0

       ---
     ---
    copy  current node to the next  level
  ---
level++;
while there is any active node

Figure 1:Simplified outline of the multiple change point detec-
tion algorithm - binary segmentation technique.

Choosing the arc that maximizesG(t|a, b) we get the most
probable change point location̂t. If the conditionG(t̂|a, b) > λ
is fulfilled, new node is established. The thresholdλ is the only
free parameter of this algorithm, which needs to be estimated.
Simplified algorithm outline and its graphical form are depicted
in Figure 1.

3.1. Estimation of the optimal thresholdλ

Important merit of binary segmentation is that it is easy to train.
We build the tree shown in Figure 1 only once with a small value
of thresholdλ. While building the tree we must remember true
values ofλ for each node and then it is easy to get change points
for eachλi > λ very fast.

4. Experimental part

4.1. Signal Processing

In all the experiments described in this section we have used
16 kHz sampled waveforms converted into MFCC features.
Similarly as in speech recognition, we have used features com-
puted every 10 ms using 25 ms window, but only first 12 ones,
i.e. without energy, delta and acceleration coefficients.

4.2. Segmentation performance metrics

At first, change-points computed by algorithm are linked to the
real ones if and only if computed change-point is the closest
to the real one and vice versa. In addition, if the distance be-
tween them is smaller than 1 second, we call these change-
points linked. There are three statistical measures commonly
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used to acquire the segmentation accuracy:

R =
H

N
; P =

H

H + I
; F =

2RP

R + P
, (13)

whereR,P ,F are calledrecall, precisionandF-rate. Symbols
N , H, I, D denotetrue, linked, inserted, deletednumber of
change-points respectively.

4.3. Statistical significance test

To be able to compare two speaker change detection systems
operating on identical data, we proposed following significance
test. LetEp

A, Ep
B denote number of errors produced by sys-

temA,B respectively. Indexp representsp-th tested item of the
database. The number of errors of the systemX is given by

Ep
X = Dp

X + Ip
X . (14)

Now we define random variable

Z = EB − EA (15)

and we assume thatZ has normal distribution. Then signifi-
cance test could be formulated as: hypothesisH0 claims that
systemA is the same as systemB, i.eE(Z) = 0 while hypoth-
esisH1 claims that systemA is not the same as systemB, i.e.
|E(Z)| > 0. For normal distribution, mathematical expecta-
tion of Z is asymptotically equal to its mean valueµ. So the
problem consists of following hypotheses testing:

H0 : µ = 0 (16)

H1 : µ 6= 0. (17)

This test has statitistcs (e.g. [11])

r(z) =

√
P z̄q

1

P−1

PP

p=1
(zp − z̄)2

, (18)

whereP is number of tested items and̄z

z̄ =
1

P

PX
p=1

zp (19)

is arithmetical average of valueszp. For largeP , r(z) can be
considered to have normal distributionR ∝ N(0, 1). The sys-
temA is believed not to be the same in performance as the sys-
temB on significance levelα, if

P{R ≥ r(z)} ≤ α. (20)

In this work we used the significance levelα = 0.1 %.

4.4. Artificially mixed database

To verify the algorithm described in previous section we per-
formed experiments on artificially mixed database, because our
original database was not large enough to obtain results with
some statistical credibility. Thus we have squeezed individ-
ual speaker segments from our broadcast news (BN) database,
which contains approximately 5000 segments from several hun-
dreds of speakers. These segments were aligned by Viterbi
forced-alignment to eliminate silences and non-speech events
from the beginning and from the end of every segment. Pro-
duced pure speech segments were randomly concatenated to
form new testing and training databases. Each of them con-
tained one hundred 10 minutes length artificial BN records, i.e.

approximately 20000 speaker segments. Overwhelming major-
ity of speaker segments was clear, i.e. without background noise
changes.

To estimate the optimal penalty weightλ, we usedF-rate
measure as a criterion. In the case FTSIC the maximumF -rate
value was achieved for thresholdλ = 570 and in the case of
FPWSIC the maximum value ofF -rate was obtained for the
penalty weightλ = 2.05. These settings were used for testing
the algorithm on the testing part of the database and it provided
us with very satisfactory results. These results are summarized
in Table 1 and better performance of FTSIC approach is con-
firmed by significance test.

Set Train Test

Method λ Fmax [%] F [%] R [%] P [%]
FTSIC 570 96.32 96.05 95.73 96.73
FPWSIC 2.05 94.39 94.19 92.92 95.49

Table 1:Comparison of two approaches to single change point
detection in speaker change detection task on simulated artifi-
cially mixed data. Specifically, FPWSIC is common approach,
FTSIC is theoretically more tenable one. Multiple change point
detection was performed via binary segmentation technique.

Histogram of time-alignment errors of correctly found
changes shows (see Fig. 2), that2/3, 95 % of change-points was
determined with error less than 40 ms, 250 ms, respectively. To
convert audio signal into cepstral space we used MFCC features
computed every 10 ms. Because 42.5 % of all correctly found
changes were determined with error less than 10 ms, 42.5 %
of change points can be considered to be found with pinpoint
accuracy.
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Figure 2:Histogram of time-alignment errors of correctly found
speaker change points obtained from experiments on artificially
mixed database.

There are only negligible differences between FTSIC and
FPWSIC in histograms of time-alligment errors, because to ob-
tain the most likely change point we are supposed to solve the
same equation for both of them:

t̂ = arg min
∀t

h
(t − a + 1) log |Σ̂a| + (b − t) log |Σ̂b|

i
. (21)

4.5. COST 278 BN database

The data used in this experiment have been collected as a part
of a pan-European Broadcast News Database by 10 institutions
collaborating in the European COST 278 action on Spoken Lan-
guage Interaction in Telecommunication. At present, the data-
base comprises 10 parts: Slovak (SK), Slovenian (SI,SI2), Gali-
cian (GA), Portuguese (PT), Dutch (BE), Greek (GR), Croatian
(HR), Hungarian (HU) and Czech (CZ). Each participant has
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prepared 3 hours of its national broadcasts news records from
public and/or private TV stations. More detailed description
could be found in the paper [12].

Because number of database items was not large enough to
obtain credible results, training and control parameterλ tuning
was performed on one national data set and testing was done on
the remaining data sets. This procedure was repeated several
times for all available national sets.

Results of these experiments are summarized in Table 2.
Except of BE, HR, HU and SK national sets, all other exper-
iments proved better performance when FTSIC method was
used. These results were also confirmed by statistical signifi-
cance test. In the case of training on HR set, we obtained sig-
nificantly worse results of system using FTSIC method. For BE,
HU and SK national sets, no differences between tested meth-
ods were found.

Language FTSIC F-rate[%] FPWSIC F-rate[%]
BE 71.27 71.85
CZ 72.43 67.69
GA 71.34 68.33
GR 72.43 71.94
HR 65.87 68.39
HU 70.53 71.07
PT 71.74 71.58
SI 71.99 71.44
SI2 72.57 71.87
SK 67.26 68.93

Average 70.52 70.31

Table 2:Comparison of two approaches (FPWSIC vs. FTSIC)
to single change point detection in speaker change detection
task on real data (COST 278 broadcast news database). To re-
veal all change points binary segmentation technique was used.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have proved that application of binary segmen-
tation technique on speaker change point detection task brought
satisfactory results. Proposed algorithm is capable of segment-
ing long lasting sound records into shorter acoustically homo-
geneous parts belonging to individual speakers. The algorithm
employs a hierarchical decision strategy that recursively splits
the considered part of signal into two parts at the point where
the probability of the potential change in signal characteristics is
high enough. Probability of change is measured via hypotheses
testing where potential change is considered to be a violation in
stationarity of Gaussian process. Further we have proved that
application of theoretically more tenable approach to hypothe-
ses testing brought a little bit better results.

The performance of this algorithm was evaluated on the
speaker segmentation task in simulated tests with artificially
mixed utterances and also in tests done with 30 hours of real
broadcast news (COST 278 BN database in 9 languages).

In simulated tests, the proposed method missed 4.27 % of
all existing speaker changes and 3.27 % of the detected speaker
changes were found as false alarms, which can be considered
as excelent result in the quite complex task. Evaluation of bi-
nary segmentation technique on real BN database brought rather
worse results than in tests on simulated data, but achieved F-
rate score 70.52 % is fully comparable to other segmentation
systems that have been tested on this database.

Binary segmentation technique has the merits of detecting
the number of change points and their positions simultaneously
and saving a lot of computation time. When the algorithm is im-
plemented efficiently and it is run on common PC with 2.4 GHz
processor, then the segmentation process takes approximately
5 % of the audio record length. Another advantage is that this
method has the only control parameter (threshold) which should
be tuned and this parameter can be easilly determined by the bi-
nary segmentation technique from training data.
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